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An inequality is given that enables one to estimate the probability of a con- 
junction by the product of the probabilities when the events have low correlation. 
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Let Q be a finite universal set and let Y be a random subset of Q given 
by Pr[yE Y] = P,, these events mutually independent over ye Q. Let 
X,, . . . . X, be subsets of Q and let A,, . . . . A, be the corresponding events 
Y I Xi. Assume all Pr[Ai] < 4. Define a graph H on vertices 1, . . . . n by 
{i,j}EHifandonlyifXinXj#O, so that His a dependency graph in the 
sense of the Lovasz local lemma. 
THEOREM. Under the above assumptions 
n Pr[A,] < Pr [ 1 /j Ai 
B[nPr[nrl]exP[21i~~nPrlAinAll]. (1) 
Note. The original proof of this result was given by Sante Janson 
(Uppsala) using the Stein-Chen method and will be published elsewhere. 
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valid for any set S of indices. Indeed, (1) holds in any probability space for 
which (*), (**) hold. The lower bound is immediate from (*). 
Foragivenirenumbersothat (i,j}EHforj=l,...,dand {i,j}$Hfor 
j= d+ 1, . ..) i- 1. 
Pr[AiIA,...Ai-i] 
Pr[A,A,...A,IA,+,...R,_,] 
= Pr[A, . ..&/A.+, ...Ai-i J 
>/Pr[A,A,...~,(A,+,...~i_,] 
= Pr[AilAdfl . ..Ki-.] Pr[A,...A,IAiA,+,Ai-13, 
As Ai is mutually independent of all Aj with { i,j} $ H 
PrCAilAd+l . ..A.-i]=Pr[Ai]. 
Also 
Pr[A, . ..A.\ Ai&+, ...Aiel] 
2 1- i Pr[AjlAiAd+l . ..Aipl] 
j=l 
al- c Pr[AjlA,] 
j-ci 
{i.i} E H 
by (**). Thus 
Pr[Ail A, . ..J.+,]>Pr[Ai]- C Pr[Ai*Ajl 
j<i 
Ij,i}eH 
Pr[Ail Ai . ..Aipl]<Pr[Ai]+ C Pr[Ai* AjI 
jei {i,jl E H 
<Pr[Ai] 1+2 1 PrCAi A Ail 
jci 1 i i,il E H 
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as Pr[Ai] > 4. Thus 
Pr[A,I A, . ..A.-,]<Pr[Ai]exp 2 C Pr[AiA Ajl 
j-ci 1 {t.i} E H
and so 
Pr[A, . ..A.]= fi Pr[A,]A,...A,~,] 
i=l 
Applications will appear elsewhere, here we give only a typical example. 
Let G(n,p) be the random graph with edge probability p. Let X be the 
number of K4 in G(n, p). Set a = (;) p6 = E(X). For a fixed, it is known that 
X is asymptotically Poisson and so G(n,p) is K,-free with probability 
asymptotic to e-“. A direct application of (1) gives the same result even 
when a = a(n, p) approaches infinity appropriately slowly. 
